General booking rules for events organized by Nordiske Medier Stockholm AB

1. In these regulations Nordiske Medier AB is referred to as Nordiske Medier.
2. The partner / sponsor has the right to cancel the order at no charge if he / she notifies this in writing within 10
days of order confirmation. After 10 days 100% of the order value will be charged. Partner / sponsor who wishes
to cancel, must notify Nordiske Medier in writing.
NM reserves Nordiske Medier reserves the right to dispose of a canceled partnership at its sole discretion
without any compensation to the partner / sponsor.
3. Payment of partner / sponsorship shall be made according to order confirmation. In case of late payment, the
interest rate interest rate law (1975: 635) is charged. Nordiske Medier has the right to dispose of the exhibitor's
canceled partner-/ sponsorship at the sole discretion of partner / sponsor not paid in full in accordance with the
invoice due date. Disposed partner / The sponsorship of Nordiske Medier according to this point does not
exempt the exhibitor from the obligation to pay.
4. The price for the partnership / sponsorship includes what is described in the partner / sponsorship package in
a separate appendix.
5. Complaints about partner / sponsor packages and visibility must be made immediately. Could Nordiske
Medier not be able to correct according to what is described in the partner-/ sponsor package, the partner /
sponsor is primarily obliged to submit to the adjustments that circumstances may call for. Can Nordiske Medier
at all not offer compensation due to errors or neglect, for which Nordiske Medier is responding, the partner /
sponsor has the right to receive paid-up amount. In addition, the partner / sponsor does not have the right to
receive any compensation and thus in no case has the right to compensation for indirect damage.
6. Partnership / sponsorship may not be transferred in whole or in part.
7. Nordiske Medier disclaims all liability for damages or imposition as a result of non-compliance or approval not
obtained by partner / sponsor. Partner / sponsor reimburses Nordiske Medier for all expenses and damages as a
result.
8. Should a consequence of war, special measures by the state and municipality, strike, lockout, fire or other
comparable event, Nordiske Medier is forced to suspend or postpone the event, no fee will be refunded.
However, as soon as the event can be held, the partner / sponsor has the right to prioritize the partner/ sponsorship as well as the right to some compensation for the previously paid fee upon payment of the new
fee. Beyond this, the partner / sponsor is not entitled to any form of damages.
9. Should a special tax or other order be deducted for commitment under this contract, the corresponding
amount must be paid by the partner / sponsor.
10. Partner / sponsor allows available information to be provided to third parties.
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